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G

protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) comprise the largest family of transmembrane proteins, mediating the intracellular signals of a wide array of signaling molecules and playing
an essential role in numerous cellular and physiological effects.136 Knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of GPCRs provides valuable insights into receptor function and receptor-ligand interactions,339, 340 and is key for the in silico discovery of new bioactive molecules that
can target this family of pharmaceutically relevant drug targets.114, 115 The human histamine H1
receptor (hH1R) is a key player in allergic responses and so-called ‘antihistamines’ are widely used
to relieve the symptoms of allergic rhinitis by inhibiting the constitutive activity of H1R, as well as
antagonizing histamine binding to the H1R.341 Recently the first inverse agonist bound H1R crystal
structure was solved,90 opening up new possibilities in the rational design and in silico discovery
of novel H1R ligands. GPCR homology models have already been used successfully to identify
new ligands,115, 141-146, 151-153, 156, 180, 342 but the increasing number of GPCR X-ray structures solved
in the last few years116 offers unique opportunities to push the limits of structure-based virtual
screening (SBVS).114, 158, 163, 164, 178 With more and detailed structural information, one should be
able to increase hit rates of SBVS campaigns and to specifically apply the in silico approach in the
field of fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD).8, 343 FBDD is a new paradigm in drug discovery
that utilizes small molecules (≤ 22 heavy atoms) as starting points for efficient hit optimization.8
While previous GPCR SBVS campaigns have mainly identified larger molecules,115 the aim of the
current study was to overcome the challenges of structure-based virtual fragment screening;
the in silico discovery of smaller, fragment-like molecules, based on the recently elucidated crystal structure of the H1R. Although more than 70% of H1R ligands have a heavy atom count higher
than 22 (Figure 4.1a), doxepin, the co-crystallized high affinity inverse agonist in the H1R X-ray
structure,90 can be considered as a large fragment-like compound, containing 21 heavy atoms.8
We have developed and validated a target-customized, docking-based virtual screening protocol which combines molecular docking with a protein-ligand interaction scoring method.162 This
optimized SBVS method was successfully applied to identify fragment-like H1R ligands with an
exceptionally high hit rate. The current study shows the potential of in silico screening against
GPCR crystal structures to explore novel fragment-like ligand space and to investigate the fine
atomic details of molecular recognition by this pharmaceutically relevant family of protein targets.
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4.1 Results and discussion
4.1.1 Development and validation of a customized structure-based virtual screening
approach

4

We performed docking experiments with PLANTS46, using the H1R crystal structure on 543
known H1R ligands from the ChEMBL database344 (Ki ≤ 10 μM) and 59 CNS active drugs acting
as inverse agonists on H1R301, as well as 7088 decoys with physicochemical properties similar to
the ChEMBLdb actives (Figure 4.1a, Table S4.1). PLANTS combines an ant colony optimization
algorithm with an empirical scoring function345 for the prediction and scoring of binding poses
in a protein structure. The resulting docking poses were post-processed using molecular interaction fingerprints (IFPs).45 The IFP scoring method determines ligand binding mode similarity
to experimentally supported ligand binding poses (Figure 4.2). IFPs have been used as an efficient alternative post-processing method of docking poses45, 162 to overcome target dependent
scoring problems.346 Seven different interaction types (negatively charged, positively charged,
H-bond acceptor, H-bond donor, aromatic face-to-edge, aromatic face-to-face, and hydrophobic interactions) were used to define the IFP. A Tanimoto coefficient (Tc) measuring IFP similarity
with the reference doxepin pose in the H1R crystal structure (Figure 4.2), was used to score the
docking poses of known actives and decoys.45 The scatterplot in Figure 4.1b shows that active
compounds can be discriminated from decoys by considering both the best IFP score and best
PLANTS score for each compound, and the Kernel density plot for the CHEMBLdb actives in
Figure S4.2 clearly demonstrates that most actives can obtain binding modes in the H1R binding
site which: i) are similar to the binding mode of doxepin (indicated by high IFP Tanimoto similarity scores), and ii) are energetically favorable (high (negative) PLANTS docking scores). Based
on this analysis we determined IFP (Tc ≥ 0.75) and PLANTS (ChemPLP score ≤ -90) cutoffs to
discriminate H1R ligands from decoys (Table 4.1). This combination of binding mode similarity
and docking scores resulted in high retrospective virtual screening enrichments347 of known
H1R ligands from two independent test sets, the ChEMBLdb (39-fold enrichment of over random
picking) and CNS drugs (58-fold enrichment) test sets over decoys with similar physicochemical
properties (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 Retrospective virtual screening accuracy of different SBVFS scoring methods. Percentage of known
H1R ligands (from ChEMBLdb and CNS drugs301 sets) and decoys in the regions defined by IFP-Tc (≥ 0.75),
PLANTS docking score (≤ -90), and combined IFP-Tc and PLANTS docking score cutoffs (Figure 4.1b, d).
Combination IFP (≥ 0.75) and
PLANTS (≤ -90) filters

IFP (≥ 0.75) filter only

PLANTS (≤ -90) filter only

ChEMBLdb

CNS drugs

ChEMBLdb

CNS drugs

ChEMBLdb

CNS drugs

Actives (%)a

39.3

57.6

48.0

69.5

50.7

76.3

Decoys (%)

1.0

1.0

3.4

3.4

6.4

6.4

Enrichmentc

39.3

57.6

14.1

20.4

7.9

b

11.9

Actives in the ChEMBLdb set are defined by an pKi≥5 and in the CNS actives set by a pIC50≥5. The decoy set consists of
~7000 compounds, selected based on the physicochemical properties of the ChEMBLdb dataset. c) The enrichment reported
here is the percentage of retrieved true positives (TP) divided by the percentage of retrieved false positives, TP(%)/FP(%), at
the specified cutoffs.
a)

b)
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Figure 4.1 A four panel overview of the preparation, validation, selection and virtual screening process. a)
Distribution of the heavy atom count for known H1R ligands (ChEMBLdb (red) and CNS active drugs 301
(orange)), decoys used for retrospective validation (gray), fragment-like compounds from ZINC used for
prospective virtual screening (black), and in silico hits selected by our structure-based virtual screening
method (blue) is shown. b) Scatter plot of PLANTS-scores versus IFP-scores for known actives from the
ChEMBLdb (red) and CNS active drugs301 (orange) and physicochemically similar decoys (gray). c) Overview
of the structure-based virtual screening post-processing steps of 108790 fragment-like, basic compounds,
which resulted in final selection of 26 fragment-like compounds: D3.32 filter: docking poses making an ionic
interaction with D1073.32; model cutoff: compounds for which docking poses are generated with IFP Tc ≥ 0.75
and PLANTS ≤ -90 (not necessarily the same pose); consistency cutoff: only compounds with an IFP-score
≥ 0.7 according to the best PLANTS pose as well as a PLANTS-score ≤ -75 according to the best IFP pose
were selected; novelty filter: ECFP-4 Tanimoto similarity < 0.40 to any known H1R ligand; visual inspection:
close analogues with highest IFP-score are kept, compounds for which buried polar groups are placed in
hydrophobic parts of the binding site in all filtered docking poses are discarded). The number indicates the
number of compounds present at each step. d) Scatter plot of the PLANTS-scores versus the IFP-scores
for the fragment screening dataset (gray) with the selected compounds (blue). The dotted lines in b and d
indicate the selected model cutoffs (IFP Tc ≥ 0.75 and PLANTS ≤ -90).
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4.1.2 Structure-based identification of fragment-like H1R ligands with exceptionally
high virtual screening hit rates

4

The validated SBVFS protocol was subsequently used to identify new fragment-like H1R ligands
from a subset of 108790 molecules extracted from 13 million commercially available compounds
(Figure 4.1c) stored in the ZINC database66 which: i) obey fragment rules based on rule-ofthree348, 349 (number of heavy atoms ≤ 22, logP < 3, number of H-bond donors ≤ 3, number of
H-bond acceptors ≤ 3, number of rotatable bonds ≤ 5, number of rings ≥ 1), and ii) contain a
basic moiety (to enable ionic interactions with the essential D1073.32 residue251 in the H1R binding pocket (Figure 4.2)). The docking poses of 354 fragments were capable of making an ionic
interaction with D1073.32 (ref 251) and complied with the optimized IFP and PLANTS score cutoffs
as well as the consistency cutoffs (see Methods, Figure 4.1c and Figure S4.3). Interestingly, this
set contained 9 compounds with known activity on the H1 receptor (Ki ≤ 10 μM in ChEMBLdb344),
of which 7 compounds are FDA approved drugs (Epinastine, Mianserin, Triprolidine, Promazine,
Amoxapine, Imipramine and Desipramine, see Table S4.2). In fact, 282 of the 354 compounds
were chemically dissimilar to any known H1R ligand (ECFP-4 Tanimoto similarity < 0.40350). This
set of fragments was visually clustered and for each cluster the fragment with highest IFP and/
or PLANTS score was selected. Fragments for which buried polar groups were placed in hydrophobic parts of the H1R binding site in all filtered docking poses were discarded based on visual
inspection. This resulted in a final selection of 30 compounds, of which 26 were actually available
and experimentally tested for their binding affinity to H1R (Figure 4.1c). Of the 26 experimentally
tested compounds 19 had affinities ranging from 10 μM to 6 nM for H1R (Figure 4.2, Table 4.2).
Seven fragments have submicromolar affinity (3-9, Figure 4.3a-b) and fragment 3 (Ki = 6 nM)
has one of the highest affinities reported for a GPCR ligand identified by structure-based virtual
screening.142, 192 Nine of the 19 H1R binders (3-8, 10, 13, and 15) were characterized as inverse
agonists in histamine stimulated inositol phosphate (InsP) accumulation assays, while fragment 9
was determined to be a very weak partial agonist (intrinsic activity of 0.07). When tested against
histamine (0.1 µM), doxepin (1), mepyramine (2) and fragment 3 were able to completely inhibit
the histamine-induced effects. Also the other fragment hits with submicromolar affinities were
able to interfere with the agonist response (Figure 4.S6). Similar to the doxepin binding mode
in the H1R crystal structure90, (Figure 4.2a), the predicted docking poses of the new inverse
agonists in H1R (Figure 4.2b-d) make extensive hydrophobic interactions with W6.48, a highly
conserved key residue in GPCR activation.298 This observation is in line with the hypothesis that
inverse agonists of H1R should be able to lock W6.48 in an inactive conformation to reduce H1R
basal activity.90, 235 Within the light of the recently solved agonist bound GPCR crystal structures
it is interesting to discover a partial agonist with an inverse agonist bound H1R structure. It should
however be emphasized that the efficacy of 9 is very weak compared to histamine. Moreover,
GPCR structure-based virtual screening studies have shown that agonists can be retrieved by
using receptor models based on inactive crystal structure templates144, 146, 152, and, vice versa, antagonists have been found using agonist-biased receptor models.156, 180 Selective virtual screening
for ligands with a specific function (e.g. inverse agonist/antagonist, partial/full agonist) probably
requires a customized modeling protocol, as recently reported in retrospective virtual screening
studies against modeled agonist bound conformations of β2R162, 203 (prior to the release of the
first agonist bound β2R crystal structure).303
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3

VUF13810

VUF13816

mepyramine

doxepin

7.21 ± 0.03

8.20 ± 0.10

8.68 ± 0.03

9.75 ± 0.14

1

2

pKi H1Ra,b

cpd

0.77 (1326)

0.75 (1836)

0.85 (31) h

1.00 (1) h

IFP (rank)c

-90.19 (6205)

-102.14 (429)

-106.39 (106) h

-115.92 (1) h

PLANTS (rank)d

1.263 (3601)

1.416 (146)

-

-

ROCSDOX
(rank)e

0.06 (102773)

0.16 (8677)

-

-

ECFP-4DOX
(rank)f

-

-

0.34

CHEMBL452925

CHEMBL127508

-

-

0.34

closest known H1R ligand

ECFP-4g

Table 4.2: Histamine H1 receptor binding affinities of validated fragment-like hits (Ki ≤ 10μM) selected by an optimized structure-based virtual screening protocol
(Figure 4.2) against the H1R crystal structure. PLANTS docking scores, interaction fingerprint similarities (IFP) and 2D (ECFP-4) and 3D (ROCS) chemical similarities
to doxepin (binding mode), as well as closest chemical similarity to any known H1R ligand are given for each validated hit.
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9

8

7

6

5

VUF13794

VUF13795

VUF13798

VUF13803

VUF13806

6.01 ± 0.28

6.15 ± 0.10

6.15 ± 0.08

6.27 ± 0.07

6.37 ± 0.06

pKi H1Ra,b

0.77 (1229)

0.77 (1319)

0.78 (754)

0.79 (500)

0.75 (1926)

IFP (rank)c

-97.43 (1461)

-90.44 (5944)

-92.21 (4346)

-109.00 (31)

-92.3 (4270)

PLANTS (rank)d

1.374 (707)

1.406 (399)

1.379 (699)

1.305 (2240)

1.287 (2819)

ROCSDOX
(rank)e

0.14 (17047)

0.07 (17047)

0.21 (1206)

0.11 (45055)

0.09 (68145)

ECFP-4DOX
(rank)f

4

cpd

0.38

0.32

0.28

0.23

0.25

ECFP-4g

CHEMBL594138

CHEMBL140872

CHEMBL271632

CHEMBL609579

CHEMBL270177

closest known H1R ligand
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14

13

12

VUF13790

VUF13788

VUF13814

VUF13787

VUF13789

5.49 ± 0.04

5.58 ± 0.14

5.64 ± 0.03

5.72 ± 0.09

5.75 ± 0.04

10

11

pKi H1Ra,b

cpd

0.82 (183)

0.78 (689)

0.77 (1294)

0.79 (518)

0.81 (312)

IFP (rank)c

-97.56 (1419)

-98.13 (1240)

-91.51 (4934)

-100.13 (757)

-98.61 (1095)

PLANTS (rank)d

1.356 (972)

1.178 (10007)

1.402 (425)

1.125 (17913)

1.311 (2061)

ROCSDOX
(rank)e

0.11 (47280)

0.13 (29867)

0.14 (16574)

0.04 (108215)

0.13 (27979)

ECFP-4DOX
(rank)f

0.30

0.32

0.24

0.27

0.25

ECFP-4g

CHEMBL261551

CHEMBL11879

CHEMBL594138

CHEMBL1935450

CHEMBL855

closest known H1R ligand
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83

84

19

18

17

16

VUF13793

VUF13811

VUF13796

VUF13809

5.09 ± 0.07

5.20 ± 0.13

5.27 ± 0.04

5.34 ± 0.14

5.38 ± 0.03

15

VUF13797

pKi H1Ra,b

0.83 (115)

0.81 (308)

0.78 (744)

0.77 (1278)

0.85 (83)

IFP (rank)c

-102.04 (446)

-100.63 (675)

-92.93 (3775)

-92.53 (4082)

-93.98 (3060)

PLANTS (rank)d

1.375 (690)

1.296 (2535)

1.106 (22077)

1.356 (972)

1.325 (1605)

ROCSDOX
(rank)e

0.14 (17769)

0.16 (9372)

0.12 (39372)

0.16 (7054)

0.11 (40224)

ECFP-4DOX
(rank)f

4

cpd

0.29

0.28

0.31

0.26

0.34

ECFP-4g

CHEMBL157264

CHEMBL261551

CHEMBL716

CHEMBL10602

CHEMBL11879

closest known H1R ligand
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VUF13804

4.96 ± 0.02

0.78 (719)

0.85 (43)

IFP (rank)c

-95.17 (2397)

-102.63 (372)

PLANTS (rank)d

b)

1.016 (47198)

1.301 (2368)

ROCSDOX
(rank)e

0.13 (11736)

0.15 (11737)

ECFP-4DOX
(rank)f

3

0.34

0.24

ECFP-4g

CHEMBL609579

CHEMBL294519

closest known H1R ligand

a)

pKi values are calculated from at least three independent measurements as the mean ± SEM. Measured by displacement of [ H]-mepyramine binding using membranes of HEK293T cells
transiently expressing the human H1R. c) IFP Tanimoto similarity with doxepin pose in the H1R crystal structure. Optimized IFP score cutoff ≥ 0.75. IFP ranking is given between brackets. d) Score
and rank according to PLANTS scoring function.345 Optimized PLANTS score cutoff ≤ -90. PLANTS ranking is given between brackets. e) ROCS shape-based 3D similarity to doxepin based on
Comboscore. 351 ROCS ranking is given between brackets. f) ECFP-4 2D Tanimoto similarity to doxepin. A similarity higher than 0.40 is considered as significative.350 ECFP-4 ranking is given
between brackets. g) ECFP-4 circular fingerprint Tanimoto similarity to closest known H1R active in ChEMBLdb. A similarity higher than 0.40 is considered as significative.350 h) The rankings
indicated for reference compounds 1 and 2 (doxepin and mepyramine) were determined as if they were included in the screening library.

21

4.97 ± 0.10

20

VUF13791

pKi H1Ra,b

cpd
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acceptor"(protein);"6."ionic"interac4on"ligand"(nega4ve)"–protein"(posi4ve);"7."ionic"interac4on"protein"(nega4ve)"–"ligand""(posi4ve)"

Figure 4.2 The binding pose of doxepin (magenta carbon atoms, panel a) in the H1R structure (PDB ID
3RZE) and the predicted binding poses of the new fragment-like H1R ligands identified by prospective
structure-based virtual screening: 3 (orange, b), 4 (gold, c) and 5 (green, d). The IFPs corresponding to the
compounds in the displayed pose are partially presented (e). Parts of the backbone of transmembrane (TM)
helices 3 4, 5, 6 and 7 are represented by transparent light yellow ribbons. Important binding residues are
depicted as ball-and-sticks with gray carbon atoms. Oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms are colored red,
blue and cyan, respectively. H-bonds described in the text are depicted by black dots. The IFP bit strings of
the docking poses of the hits 3-5 (b-d) are compared to the reference IFP of doxepin 1 (a) in panel E, encoding different interaction types with each residue in the binding site. For reasons of clarity, the bit strings of
only 6 residues (out of 33) are shown as an example.
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and a previously constructed D3R homology model.157 Our analysis furthermore shows that of
16 previously published GPCR SBVS campaigns141-146, 151-153, 156-158, 163, 164, 180, 342 indicates that our experimentally validated hit set also has the lowest average heavy count of all GPCR SBVS studies
(Figure 4.4). This makes the high virtual screening hit rate even more remarkable because of the
typically low-affinity fragment-protein interactions. Apparently the H1R binding site, combining
a strong polar ligand recognition site (e.g. D1073.32 (ref 88, 251)) with a tight hydrophobic binding
site surrounded by several aromatic residues (W1584.56/F1995.47/W4286.48/F4326.52/F4356.55 (ref 88,
251, 266)
), is particularly suitable for the identification of (small) ligands using a customized docking-based virtual screening protocol that combines a knowledge-based scoring function (IFP)
to determine ligand binding mode similarity and a docking scoring function (PLANTS) to assess
ligand-protein complementarity.

4

Figure 4.4 Hit rate and size of hits identified in prospective structure-based virtual screening studies against
GPCR crystal structures158, 163, 164 and homology models141-146, 151-153, 156, 180, 342. The bars shown for the heavy atom
count indicate the minimum and maximum heavy atom count for all hits of each SBVS. The labels indicate
the screening on the following receptors adenosine A2A receptor (A2A_1158 and A2A_2163), adrenergic α1a receptor (ADA1A143), adrenergic β2 receptor (ADRB2164), complement component 3a receptor 1 (C3A151), C-C
chemokine receptor type 5 (CCR5144), cannabinoid receptor 2 (CNR2152), dopamine receptor D3 (DRD3_1141
and DRD3_2157 homology models and DRD3_3 crystal structure157), free fatty acid receptor 1 (FFAR1146),
formyl peptide receptor 1 (FPR1153), histamine receptor H1 (H1), histamine receptor H4 (H4156), melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 1 (MCH1_1145 and MCH1_2342), neurokinin 1 receptor (NK1R142) and transferrin
receptor 1 (TRFR1180). The maximum heavy atom count of FPR1 (41) is not shown for clarity purposes. Only
hits for which: i) binding affinity (Ki ≤ 15 μM) or potency (EC50 ≤ 15 μM) was experimentally determined; and
ii) for which a molecular structure was reported are included in the analysis.

While IFP rankings are in most cases higher than PLANTS score ranking (Table 4.2), it should be
noted that our optimized screening approach enabled the selection of new H1R ligands from a
small subset of fragments (Figure 4.1d). Moreover, most of the validated hits would not have
been selected using only one of the two SBVS techniques applied. The top 300 compounds of
the IFP and PLANTS ranking lists (of the 2274 and 6416 fragments passing the IFP and PLANTS
filters) contain only four and one of the validated fragments, respectively (see Figure 4.1c, Table
4.2 and Figure S4.3). Compound 4 for example, one of the 7 validated hits with submicromolar
affinity for H1R (Ki = 62 nM), is ranked only 1326th and 6205th in the IFP and PLANTS hits list,
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respectively, but is one of the few (354) fragments (corresponding to 0.325% of the initial fragment dataset) which passed the combined IFP and PLANTS filter (see Figure 4.1c and Figure
S4.3). Apparently the combination of binding mode similarity with the experimentally supported
H1R-doxepin pose (determined by IFP) and an energetically favorable H1R-ligand configuration
(assessed by the PLANTS docking score) was required to obtain this high hit rate of novel in
silico predicted fragment-like H1R ligands. Further research is needed to determine whether this
customized virtual screening approach is generally applicable to other targets as well. Although
it is beyond the scope of the current study, it would furthermore be particularly interesting to
test whether novel H1R ligands can be retrieved from alternative hit sets (e.g. hits only selected
by PLANTS, or only selected by IFP) and/or the omission of specific virtual screening filters
(e.g. essential polar interaction with D3.32). While general energy-based scoring functions have
been successfully applied in recent virtual screening studies against GPCR crystal structures,158,
163, 164
the recent community wide GPCR DOCK 2010 challenge showed that a customized and
experimentally supported modeling methodology can improve the prediction of GPCR-ligand
interactions.129 Moreover, consensus scoring strategies44, 353 as well as target-customized scoring strategies,115, 354 have been successfully applied in structure-based virtual screening exercises
(and in GPCR-based in silico screening studies141-146, 151-153, 156, 180, 342 in particular).

4.1.3 Interaction fingerprint (IFP) based virtual screening explores novel fragment-like
ligand space
Interestingly, 18 out of the 19 experimentally validated hits do not rank within the top 300 (a
selection comparable to the 282 fragments we clustered and visually inspected) of a 2D topological (ECFP-4)29 or 3D shape-based (ROCS)351 similarity searches of the fragment library
against doxepin, the co-crystallized ligand in the H1R X-ray structure (Table 4.2). A combination of previously defined, minimal ECFP-4 (Tanimoto ≥ 0.26355 and ROCS Comboscore score
≥ 1.20356) cutoffs yields a large hit list of 1536 compounds (1.5% of the initial fragment dataset),
containing none of the validated hits (Figure S4.4). Only the high affinity compound 3 (Ki = 6
nM) is ranked relatively high (146th) in the ROCS list with a Comboscore of 1.416 (but is ranked
8677th in the ECFP-4 list). This indicates that 3 has a similar three-dimensional pharmacophore
and can adopt a similar shape as doxepin in H1R (Figure 4.2a). This is confirmed by the docking pose presented in Figure 4.2b. Compound 3, containing a piperidine ring and a linear chain
connecting two benzene rings, is chemically dissimilar from doxepin (and any other known H1R
ligand) which combines a linear amine head with a tricyclic ring system (Table 4.2). Both ligands,
however, make the same ionic and aromatic interactions with D1073.32 (ref88, 251) and W1584.56/
F1995.47/W4286.48/F4326.52/F4356.55 (ref88, 251, 266), respectively, by placing their amine group and
benzene rings in almost exactly the same locations in the H1R binding pocket (Figure 4.2a-b).
Another high affinity hit, compound 4 (Ki = 62 nM), combines a basic piperazine group with a
pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidine ring system and has a low 2D and 3D similarity with doxepin or any
other known H1R ligand (Table 4.2, Figure 4.2c). Data mining of the ChEMBLdb indicates that the
chemically complex pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidine scaffold is included in adenosine receptor357 and
corticotropin receptor (CRFR1)358 ligands, but has so far not yet been incorporated in ligands of
bioaminergic GPCRs. In the docking pose of 4, the pyrazolopyrimidine group and its pyrrolidine
substituent mimic the benzene rings of doxepin by binding in the same aromatic cavity between
TM helices 3, 4, 5, and 6 (Figure 4.2c). Chemically complex bicyclic or tricyclic aromatic ring
systems which have been not yet included in histamine H1R ligands are also present in validated
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virtual screening hits 5 (dihydrobenzo-imidazo-triazine), 7 (tetrazoloquinazoline), 8 (thienopyrimidine), 9 (pyrrolopyridine), 13 (benzoamidazotriazole), 15 (triazoloindazole) and 17 (benzofuropyrimidine) and play the same role in aromatic pi stacking with W1584.56/F1995.47/W4286.48/
F4326.52/F4356.55. While non-cyclic amine groups (6-7, 9, 12, 16, 18-21), piperidine (3, 10, 13, 15),
and piperazine (4, 8, 11, 14, 17) are typical basic groups in bioaminergic GPCR ligands, compound
5 forms an ionic link with the negatively charged carboxylate group of the conserved D3.32 residue72, 225 via a dihydrobenzo-imidazo-triazine-amine group (Figure 4.2d). This demonstrates the
potential of the IFP scoring method to identify novel ligands with alternative chemical groups
which allow formation of the same protein-ligand interactions.359 This scaffold hopping potential
of our structure-based virtual fragment screening approach is further emphasized by the fact
that none of the hits are chemically similar to any known H1R ligand (ECFP-4 Tanimoto similarity < 0.40350, Table 4.2). Scaffold diversity analysis360 indicated that the validated fragment hits
cover the complexity vs. cyclicity space of known fragment-like H1R ligands (Figure 4.5). Many of
the hits have a high complexity and cyclicity score, including high affinity hits 3-5, while submicromolar hit 9 has relatively low complexity and cyclity scores compared to other fragment-like
H1R ligands. Together with the ECFP-4 score reported in Table 4.2 this clearly indicates that our
SBVFS approach is able to successfully retrieve a diverse set of ligands for the H1R receptor.
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Complexity
Figure 4.5 Scatterplot showing the distribution of experimentally validated structure-based virtual screening hits of H1R (blue dots) in the chemical space covered by previously fragment-like H1R ligands in the
ChEMBLdb. The positions of all sub-micromolar affinity hits are indicated by the numbers (see Table 4.2).
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Two of the H1R hits, compounds 13 and 14, have affinity for H3R, with Ki values of 0.6 and 0.1 μM,
respectively (Table S4.3). Two other H1R hits, 4 and 18 have medium affinity for H4R, (Ki values of
2.9 and 2.4 μM, respectively). On one hand this shows that our structure-based virtual screening
protocol yields mainly histamine H1R subtype selective fragment-like ligands. Many known H3R
ligands contain piperidines and substituted piperazines281, a scaffold present in H3R binders 13
and 14, respectively. Compounds 10 and 15 however demonstrate that piperidine ligands (without H3R affinity) can also bind H1R selectively. The discovery of fragments 4 and 18 offer new
opportunities to develop a dual H1R-H4R ligand with synergistic anti-inflammatory properties.361
For example, the pyrazolo methyl group of fragment 4 could be used as a handle to grow the
ligand towards the extracellular region of the binding site between TM5 and TM6 (Figure 4.2c) to
fine tune H1R and H4R affinity by introducing groups matching previously identified interaction
hot spots for these receptors (e.g. K1915.39 in H1R, and L1755.39 in H4R).88, 239, 257 Moreover, experimentally determined (or modeled) binding modes of more selective H1R ligands than doxepin,
like the zwitterion cetirizine which is expected to bind to K1915.39 in the “anion” binding pocket88,
90
might serve as IFP162 references for future structure-based virtual screening studies.

4

4.2 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a structure-based virtual fragment screening protocol with
which we efficiently identified new fragment-like H1R ligands with an exceptionally high hit rate
of 73%, the highest reported for GPCRs. Many of the identified fragments are both promising
and challenging new starting points for structure-based ligand optimization. The current study
shows the potential of in silico screening against GPCR crystal structures to explore novel, fragment-like GPCR ligand space.
Supporting information is available at: http://www.vu-compmedchem.nl/kooistra
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4.3 Methods
Residue numbering and nomenclature
The Ballesteros–Weinstein residue numbering scheme83 was used throughout this manuscript.
For explicitly numbered residues in specific receptors, the UniProt362 residue number is given
before the Ballesteros–Weinstein residue number in superscript (e.g. D1073.32 in H1R).
Preparation of retrospective validation databases

4

For the retrospective validation of our structure-based virtual screening protocol, two independent H1R ligand test sets were prepared: 543 known active H1R compounds from the ChEMBL
database with Ki ≤ 10 μM (test set 1) and 59 CNS drugs with inverse agonist activity on H1R301 (test
set 2). In order to avoid biasing virtual screening results, caution was given to select 7088 decoys
from the BioInfo database363 covering similar property ranges (molecular weight, number of rotatable bonds, number of rings, hydrogen bond donor/acceptor counts, at least one positively
charged atom) as H1R ligand test set 1 (Table S4.1). SMILES (available as supporting information)
were retrieved from the ChEMBLdb and plausible tautomers and protonation states were computed for these compounds with ChemAxon’s Calculator364 and converted into Mol2 format
with Molecular Networks’ Corina.365
Preparation of prospective virtual screening database
From 15 vendors we downloaded their commercial compound datasets in SMILES format from
the ZINC website (~ 13 million compounds). With use of Openeye’s filter (version 2.1.1)366, only
fragment-like compounds were selected (757.728 compounds). Plausible tautomers and protonation states were computed for these compounds with Tauthor (version 1.4.90) and Blabber
(version 1.4.90) respectively (both part of MolDiscovery’s MoKa package367). A second filter was
applied to select only compounds with a formal charge of at least +1, this selection ensures that
all selected compounds have the possibility for an ionic bond with key residue D1073.32 in the
pocket (108790 compounds).
Automated docking
All virtual screenings were performed by docking program PLANTS (version 1.1)46. PLANTS combines an ant colony optimization algorithm with an empirical scoring function345 for the prediction and scoring of binding poses in a protein structure. For each compound, 25 poses were
calculated and scored by the ChemPLP scoring function at speed setting 2. The binding pocket
of H1R was defined by the coordinates of the center of co-crystallized doxepin in the 3RZE structure and a radius of 10.8 Å (which is the maximum distance from the center defined by a 5 Å
radius around doxepin). All other options of PLANTS were left at their default setting.
IFP post-processing
The doxepin binding mode in the original H1R X-ray structure90 was used to generate reference
interaction fingerprints (IFPs) as previously described.45 Seven different interaction types (negatively charged, positively charged, H-bond acceptor, H-bond donor, aromatic face-to-edge,
aromatic face-to- face, and hydrophobic interactions) were used to define the IFP. The cavity
used for the IFP analysis consisted of the same set of 33 residues used in a previous retrospective
structure-based virtual screening study26 (30 residues earlier proposed to define a consensus
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TM binding pocket72 plus three additional residues at positions 3.37, 5.47, and 7.40): L1.35, L1.39,
I1.42, T1.46, V2.57, M2.58, N2.61, L2.65, W3.28, L3.29, D3.32, Y3.33, S3.36, T3.37, I3.40, W4.56, I4.60, F5.38, K5.39, T5.42,
A5.43, N5.46, F5.47, F6.44, W6.48, Y6.51, F6.52, F6.55, H7.35, I7.39, W7.40, Y7.43, N7.45. Note that for each PLANTS
docking pose, a unique subset of protein coordinates with rotated hydroxyl hydrogen atoms
were used to define the IFP. Standard IFP scoring parameters, and a Tanimoto coefficient (Tc)
measuring IFP similarity with the reference molecule pose (doxepin) in the H1R crystal structure
(Figure 4.2a), was used to filter and rank the docking poses of 543 known active H1R compounds
from the ChEMBLdb, 59 CNS drugs with inverse agonist activity on H1R, 7088 decoys and the
focused database of 108790 fragment like molecules (only poses forming an H-bond and ionic
interaction with D1073.32 are considered). The reference IFP bit string is available as Supporting
Information.
Retrospective virtual screening analysis
H1R ligand test set 1 (543 known H1R ligands from ChEMBLdb), test set 2 (59 CNS active drugs
with inverse agonist activity on H1R301) and the focused database of 7088 similar decoys were
docked into H1R and scored with PLANTS and IFP. Based on optimal virtual screening enrichment of test set 1 (true positives) against the decoy set (false positives), IFP (Tanimoto similarity
to doxepin ≥ 0.75) and PLANTS (≤ -90) score cutoffs were defined. In an independent retrospective virtual screening study, the enrichment of test set 2 against the decoy set was determined
at these IFP and PLANTS cutoff values.
Prospective virtual screening
The screening database was docked with the same PLANTS protocol used for the retrospective
validation. After post-processing the results using IFPs and filtering for the ionic and H-bond interaction with D1073.32, the previously mentioned cutoffs (Tc IFP ≥ 0.75 and PLANTS ≤ -90) were
applied (see Figure 4.1c-d). To further focus the dataset, we selected only compounds that had
a consistently high PLANTS and IFP score for the best poses according to PLANTS and IFP; only
compounds with an IFP-score ≥ 0.7 according to the best PLANTS pose as well as a PLANTSscore ≤ -75 according to the best IFP pose were selected (see Figure 4.1c). To assess the novelty
of the selected compounds, all remaining 354 compounds were compared using Pipeline Pilot’s
ECFP-426 to the known active compounds and only compounds with an ECFP-4 score below
0.40 were selected (282 compounds).
ROCS 3D similarity search
The conformer database was generated using standard settings OMEGA368 and searched with
ROCS369 using standard settings as well. The conformations of doxepin found in the H1R X-ray
structure were used as query molecules for independent ROCS runs. Compounds were ranked
by decreasing Comboscore369 (combination of shape Tanimoto and the normalized color score in
this optimized overlay).
ECFP-4 2D similarity search
Two-dimensional similarity searches were carried out using ECFP-4 (extended connectivity fingerprints29) descriptors available in Pipeline Pilot26 and compared using the Tanimoto coefficient.
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Scaffold diversity analysis
Scaffold diversity360 of the novel fragment hits in known H1R fragment-like ligand space was
determined using the publicly available sca.svl script in MOE370. In this analysis, fragments are
indexed by two parameters, that is, cyclicity and complexity. Cyclicity is the ratio between ring
atoms and side chain atoms (thus, if all the atoms of the molecule belong to the ring structure
cyclicity equals one). In addition, the complexity was calculated as a descriptor of the size and
shape of the scaffold, taking into account the smallest set of smallest rings, the number of heavy
atoms, the number of bonds between the heavy atoms, and the sum of heavy atoms atomic
number.360
Compounds selected by virtual screening

4

The compounds selected by virtual screening were purchased from available screening collections of six vendors (Table S4.4), Asinex (www.asinex.com), Chembridge (www.Hit2Lead.com),
Enamine (www.enamine.com), IBScreen (www.ibscreen.com), Matrix Scientific (www.matrixscientific.com), Vitas-M (www.vitasmlab.com). The purity of all compounds was verified by liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), all 19 experimentally validated hits had a purity
of 95% or higher (see Table S4.5), except compound 11 which in our hands had a purity of 76%
(reported to be 95% pure according to the supplier Asinex).”
Plasmids
Human H1R cDNA was kindly provided by Dr. H Fukui (Japan)371. Human H3R and H4R cDNA were
obtained from the Missouri S&T cDNA Resource Center (www.cdna.org).
Cell culture and transfection
HEK293T cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, 50 IUml penicillin and 50 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO2.
Approximately 4 x 106 cells in 10-cm dishes were transiently transfected with 0.5 or 5 μg receptor DNA using 25-kDa linear polyethylenimine (PEI; Polysciences, Warrington, USA) as transfection reagent (1:4 DNA/PEI ratio), for inositol phosphate (InsP) accumulation or radioligand
displacement assays, respectively.
Radioligand displacement assay
Cells were harvested 2 days after transfection and homogenized in 50 mM Tris-HCl binding buffer (pH7.4). Cell homogenates were co-incubated with indicated concentrations of fragment-like
ligands and ~3 nM [3H]-mepyramine (H1R), ~1 nM [3H]-N-α-methylhistamine (H3R), or ~10 nM
[3H]-histamine (H4R) in a total volume of 100 μl/well. The reaction mixtures were for 1-1.5 hrs at
25°C on a microtiter shaker (750 rpm). Incubations were terminated by rapid filtration through
Unifilter glass fiber C plates (PerkinElmer Life Sciences) that were presoaked in 0.3% polyethylenimine and subsequently washed three times with ice-cold binding buffer (pH7.4 at 4°C).
Retained radioactivity was measured by liquid scintillation using a MicroBeta Trilux (PerkinElmer
Life Sciences). Nonlinear curve fitting was performed using GraphPad Prism 4.03 software. The
Ki values were calculated using the Cheng-Prusoff equation Ki = IC50/(1+[radioligand]/Kd)372.
Inositol phosphate accumulation assay
Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were collected and seeded in Earle’s inositol-free
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minimal essential medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 50 IU/ml penicillin, 50 μg/ml streptomycin, and 1 μCi/ml myo-[2-3H]-inositol in poly-L-lysine-coated 48-well
plates. The next day, cells were washed with DMEM supplemented with 25 mM HEPES, pH7.4,
and 20 mM LiCl, and subsequently incubated with the indicated concentrations of fragment-like
ligands in the absence or presence of 0.1 μM histamine for 1 hr at 37°C. Incubations were terminated by replacing the assay buffer with 10 mM formic acid. Next, accumulated inositol phosphates were isolated using anion exchange chromatography (Dowex AG1-X8 columns; Bio-Rad)
and counted by liquid scintillation.
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